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SAM CLAFLINT 2T
His role Finnick,
District 4's flirty
and rugged stud

ri1rls

Hometown
lpswich, England

Significant other He
married actress Laura Haddock,28, this summer (they
first met at an audition!).
Fun Fire fact The pasty

Brit needed a spray tan! A
hair team added highlights.
Tribute training "l had to
.'*.

work out twice a day."
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JENA MALONE,28
Her role Johanna, District
7's cunning ax thrower

Significant other Boyfriend of three years
Galen Pehrson, 33

Hometown Lake
Tahoe, Nevada

Fun Fire fact Drank
pifta coladas with
castmates on a Hawaii beach off set

Tribute training
"l worked out for
two months. My ass
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looked amazing!"
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as do others. "One day,"
he says, "we had 14 trailers!"

The cast drank Actors
knocked 'em back nightly at an

Atlanta hotel. "Fans showed
up and bought us drinks."
Will warbled The cast shot

two musical sequences, "but
we filmed so much material,
they may be cut."
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D-EFONE BEN STIL,
l)directed ond starrcd
in this mooie - a mit of
Jantasy, comedy and romance in which an office
drone ends up on global
adoentures he sat dou:n
with costar Kristen Wiig
to study some decades-old

flicks. He erplains.
Why see older films?
We rvere searching
for the right tone. We

watchecl The Altartment

lhaI rvere inspiring!

and,

Being There.

Movie. i

When we shot in Iceland on a glacier. We had to trek l;
up a mountain, film
and get down before dark.
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Was the scenery in lceland gorgeous?
I joined Instagram while I rvas there. The sunrises!
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Bonus

;. HIMYM news!
Smulders hints
that "Robin
Sparkles" may
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appear before

the finale.
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With reportlng by Brody Brcwn, E lzabeth Durand,
A i Rosenb oom, Cara Sprunk & Char es Thorp
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